Dear Operator:

Everyone loves the thrill of winning a trophy. A Konami/Centuri Track & Field High Score of the Week or Month trophy will be no exception. We're extremely excited about this remarkable game and this promotion. We're certain your customers will welcome both with equal enthusiasm.

Each Konami/Centuri Track & Field game you purchase comes complete with:

- One (1) 22" x 34" poster
- One (1) pad of daily control sheets
- Four (4) monthly control sheets
- Four (4) High Score of the Week trophies
- One (1) High Score of the Month trophy
- Re-order form

The promotion is very simple and requires a minimum of effort on your part. Of course, your participation is purely voluntary. We suggest that since this may be void where prohibited by law, you investigate local statutes or ordinances regarding such contests.

Here's how it works:

Prominently display the attractive poster in your location. If you have the space, you might want to display the trophies, also. The official contest rules are spelled out explicitly on the poster.

If a player registers a high score (the machine will automatically post it), he will notify your attendant on duty. The attendant will write in the player's name, score, and telephone number on a daily control sheet. At the end of the day, he will enter it onto the weekly control sheet as the highest score for that day. At the end of the week (beginning and end of each contest week is left to your discretion), you just look at the player of the week control sheet to get your winner.

You, of course, will contact the winner who comes back to the location to get his trophy. You then enter his or her name in the appropriate space provided on the poster (we recommend a black marking-type pen for prominent display).

The entire procedure holds true for the high score of the month (beginning and end of each contest month is also left to your discretion); therefore, retain your player of the week control sheets until the end of the month.

If the promotion proves to be successful in your location and you would like to continue it, additional materials can be purchased for a nominal fee. A supply of re-order forms has been included. We advise that you allow sufficient time for delivery. Also note that all inquiries regarding the re-order of tournament supplies must be made directly to Florida Fulfillment, Inc. 9781 N.W. 91st Ct., Medley, FL, 33178. (305) 884-4206.

Now, Get on your Mark, Get Set, and Win with Konami/Centuri Track & Field.

Centuri, Inc.